Writing as the Act of Engagement
Creative Writing Workshop

New River Community and Technical College
Greenbrier Valley Campus
Jefferson Office Park, Lewisburg

Wednesday Evenings, June 3-July 8
7 - 9 PM

Instructor: Tim Armentrout

We'll look at writer's (at ourselves) as tools for constructing communities of influence, in other words, how we can look to our experiences from the mundane to the profound as source material. Writing exercises will examine: personal geographies as places to write from (homes past and present, family, work, emotion), collaborative practice (interactive writing, writers in communication with each other and with their environments), influence and inspiration (what moves us to create), other writers as examples, and overall we will seek to challenge the idea of the writer as a solitary figure.

Cost: $75 - Preregistration is required

Deadline For Registration: May 27, 2009

For more information or to register, contact New River Community and Technical College Workforce and Business Development at 304.647.6570 or 304.793.6101